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Abstract

Measurement of temperature and humidity is required in many fields, e.g. agriculture, industrial, or research. This paper presents research about a temperature and relative humidity monitoring device automatically and continuously for 24 hours daily. The network is based on the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus standard, which allow multiple controller nodes to communicate with each other without a host computer. The system consists of a CAN bus line, two transmitter nodes by Arduino UNO board and Arduino Nano board, one receiver node by one Arduino UNO board, three MCP2515 CAN bus controllers, three TJA1050 CAN transceivers, two DHT11 temperature and relative humidity sensors, and an I2C LCD 16x2 for data display. There are two transmitter nodes for temperature and humidity data. The data is then processed by the transmitter nodes and sent via CAN bus. Display of data is carried out by the receiver. Transmission tests of different message ID both for temperature and humidity messages show that the LCD always displays the messages that have lower ID. By modifying the programs, measured data can be displayed alternately and continuously on the LCD. Overall, the system functions according to initial specifications. CAN bus network can transfer up to eight bytes of information at a time. Especially, the allocation of priority to messages in the identifier is a feature of CAN that makes it particularly attractive for use within a real-time control environment. Furthermore, the system has been proved stable and reliable.
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1. Introduction

Today's science and technology has developed very rapidly, especially in things that can help human life and work so that it becomes easier and more efficient. Humans have developed so much from using primitive methods to reach today's modern conditions in the way they carry out their daily lives. Some examples showing human activities in their in daily life, are in using various tools to help them,
processing food ingredients for their food needs, or even just to feel and observe the weather in their vicinity.

For example, a person might just feel and observe the temperature or humidity around them without any further purpose. This activity can also be carried out even further, namely to deliberately monitor the temperature and humidity continuously for certain purposes. This certainly requires an accurate recording device.

If we are to measure temperature or humidity, we must have some sort of units by which to classify these measurements. The original units used were 'hot' and 'cold' [1]. And only the terms 'moist' and 'dry' were used to classify humidity measurements. This may have been sufficient for their time, but are inadequate for modern use. In addition, due to the nature of the measurement, it is sometimes required for a continuous monitoring. For example, we often need to record (or to monitor) the temperature or humidity that changes every minute or even seconds. If done manually, this will become inefficient because it takes a lot of time and makes it difficult to collect data. Therefore, an easy-to-use data monitoring system is needed.

Various types of temperature and humidity data monitoring system could be designed. It might be in the form of a stand-alone temperature and humidity data monitoring consisting of a single device. On the other hand, it could be a collection of several such device connected in a network. For the later case, a method (called a standard or protocol) is certainly required to regulate the data transmission between the devices. Several protocols have been standardized, that have even been included in the industrial network such as MODBUS standard, Profibus standard, CAN bus standard.

A lot of research about temperature and humidity monitoring has been done. Some of them consists of several sensor devices connected in a network. Those which are designed based on standard CAN bus can mentioned as follows.

First, there is research done by J. da Silva Sa et al presented the implementation of smart sensors for monitoring temperature and for communicating among themself using the protocol CAN [2]. Next, a work done by Xu Yan et al introduced data acquisition system design composed of temperature and humidity sensor, the SCM system, computer, the CAN bus [3]. There is also another research performed by Q. Zhu et al proposed a temperature remote monitoring embedded system platform. The embedded microprocessor AT91SAM7X256 is used as CPU of the system. The system realizes real-time remote data collection monitoring and storage through protocol data conversion of the CAN bus and RS232 bus of the distributed temperature acquisition node [4]. And research aiming at the monitoring environment characteristics, an on-line monitoring system of power cable joints temperature based on the combination of CAN wired transmission and ZigBee wireless network is designed, done by Lihong Zhang et al [5].

The network of temperature and humidity monitoring devices that was designed in this research was also based on the CAN bus standard, which is the CAN2.0b Standard. The system consists of three CAN nodes with their respective CAN controllers and CAN transceivers. Two nodes will do the transmission of temperature and humidity data through the bus, and another one node will carry out displaying the data. A standard CAN with 11-bit identifier will be used as the data CAN frame format.

This device is able to monitor temperature and humidity in the vicinity of sensor location. The temperature and humidity sensors can be placed in several different locations. In this experiment, two humidity and temperature sensors were installed in two different locations. However, this is an open system, in the sense that it is possible to have up to 8 device nodes on a single CAN bus since on a standard CAN with 11-bit identifier, up to 8 bytes data may be transmitted. In other words, addition of some more measurement points is possible. An example of object whose temperature and relative humidity can be measured by this device is mainly a room that is sensitive to changes in temperature and relative humidity.

For maximum cable and maximum number of nodes for this CAN bus, the High-Speed ISO 11898 Standard specifications are given for a maximum signaling rate of 1 Mbps with a bus length of 40 m and a maximum of 30 nodes.

2. Controller Area Network (CAN) Bus

CAN bus is a device bus network based on the widely used CAN electronic chip technology. It was originally used inside automobiles to control internal components such as brakes and other systems [6]. The CAN bus was developed by BOSCH as a multi-master, message broadcast system that specifies a maximum signaling rate of 1 megabit per second (bps) [6]. Unlike a traditional network such as USB or Ethernet, CAN does not send large blocks of data point-to-point from node A to node B under the supervision of a central bus master. In a CAN network, many short messages (up to eight bytes) like temperature, humidity, or RPM are broadcast to the entire network, which provides for data consistency in every node of the system.

2.1. Standard CAN

The CAN communication protocol is a carrier-sense, multiple-access protocol with collision detection and arbitration on message priority (CSMA/CD+AMP). CSMA means that each node on a bus must wait for a prescribed period of inactivity before attempting to send a
message. CD+AMP means that collisions are resolved through a bit-wise arbitration, based on a preprogrammed priority of each message in the identifier field of a message. The higher priority identifier always wins bus access. That is, the last logic-high (in CAN, a logic-high is associated with a zero) in the identifier keeps on transmitting because it is the highest priority. Since every node on a bus takes part in writing every bit "as it is being written," an arbitrating node knows if it placed the logic-high bit on the bus [7].

The ISO-11898:2003 Standard CAN, with the standard 11-bit identifier, provides for signaling rates from 125 kbps to 1 Mbps. The bit fields of Standard CAN are shown in Figure 1 below [7].

2.2. A CAN Message

The CAN bus access is regulated by the method of nondestructive bit-wise arbitration. Nondestructive means that the frame that is winner of the arbitration i.e. the higher priority message, is not disturbed and does not need to be restarted. This mechanism requires the relevant physical drivers to be implemented in a certain way: The two logical levels on the CAN bus must be dominant and recessive, meaning that one node, sending a dominant level, overwrites all other nodes that send a recessive level. In the CAN protocol, a logical one is sent recessive and a logical zero is sent dominant.

A fundamental CAN characteristic shown in Figure 2 is the opposite logic state between the bus, and the driver input and receiver output. Normally, a logic-high is associated with a one, and a logic-low is associated with a zero - but not so on a CAN bus [7].

Bus access is event-driven and takes place randomly. If two nodes try to occupy the bus simultaneously, access is implemented with a non-destructive, bit-wise arbitration. Non-destructive means that the node winning arbitration just continues on with the message, without the message being destroyed or corrupted by another node. The lower the binary message identifier number, the higher its priority. An identifier consisting entirely of zeros is the highest priority message on a network because it holds the bus dominant the longest. Therefore, if two nodes begin to transmit simultaneously, the node that sends a last identifier bit as a zero (dominant) while the other nodes send a one (recessive) retains control of the CAN bus and goes on to complete its message. A dominant bit always overwrites a recessive bit on a CAN bus [7].

According to the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection and Arbitration on Message Priority (CSMA/CD + AMP) access method, those three nodes had to wait until the bus is free (Carrier Sense). When this is detected, all of them send their dominant Start Of Frame (SOF) bit (Multiple Access). Note that a transmitting node constantly monitors each bit of its own transmission.

Throughout the frame, each CAN node will, via its transceiver, read back the logical value which occurs on the CAN bus and compare it with the transmitted logical value (Collision Detection). The three dominant Start Of Frame bits are superimposed on the bus and a dominant bus level is read back by all those three nodes. Next, the MSB of the identifier is sent. In the example, the MSB is recessive in all three identifiers. Here, too, the recessive level appears as the bus level.
on the bus and is again recognized by all three nodes. Therefore, no node notices the competing node (shown up to identifier bit 6) until the first difference in the identifier [8].

In the example, the first difference between two frames is at identifier bit 5. Node-1 and node-3 send a dominant level, node-2 sends a recessive level. According to the protocol specification, a dominant level appears on the bus. Node-1 and node-3 reads back the level that it had sent; hence, it does not see a collision. Node-2 also reads back the dominant level and compares it with the recessive level that it had sent; therefore, it sees a Bit-Error. At this point, node-2 recognizes that it has lost arbitration (Arbitration on Message Priority) and immediately stops the transmission of its own frame [8].

Next difference between two frames is at identifier bit 2. Node-3 send a dominant level, node-1 sends a recessive level. According to the protocol specification, a dominant level appears on the bus. Node-3 reads back the level that it had sent; hence, it does not see a collision. Node-1 also reads back the dominant level and compares it with the recessive level that it had sent; therefore, it sees a Bit-Error. At this point, node-1 recognizes that it has lost arbitration and immediately stops the transmission of its own frame [8].

Furthermore, now node-1 and node-2 become receiver of node-3’s frame, because the frame that has won the arbitration may contain data that need to be processed by node-1 and node-2 [8].

Thus, in those example, node-3 has won arbitration. This is because node-3 has the lowest the binary message identifier number \(I_d = 0 \times 659 = 11001011001\) is the lowest identifier number).

Note that node-3 is the node that sends a last identifier bit as a zero (dominant). See the difference between the four LSBs 1101 for node-1 and the four LSBs 1001 for node-3. Therefore, this node-3 will just continue on with the message, without the message being destroyed or corrupted by another node.

2.3. Bus Termination

Electrical signals on the bus are reflected at the ends of the electrical line unless preventive actions are taken. Signal reflection occurs when a signal is transmitted along a transmission medium, such as a copper cable or an optical fiber. Some of the signal power may be reflected back to its origin rather than being carried all the way along the cable to the far end. This happens because imperfections in the cable cause impedance mismatches and non-linear changes in the cable characteristics. These abrupt changes cause some of the transmitted signal to be reflected. To avoid mismatches when a node reads the bus electrical status, signal reflections must be avoided. Terminating the bus line with a termination resistor at both ends of the bus and avoiding unnecessarily long stubs lines of the bus is the best corrective action. The largest possible simultaneous transmission rate and bus length line are achieved by using a structure as close as possible to single line structure and by terminating both ends of the line (this layout is also referred to as linear). Specific recommendations for this structure can be found in the related standards (i.e. ISO11898-2 and -3). The method of terminating CAN hardware varies depending on the physical layer of the hardware itself (high-speed, low-speed, single-wire, or software-selectable). For high-speed CAN, both ends of the pair of signal wires (CAN H and CAN L) must be terminated. The termination resisters on the cable should match the nominal impedance of the cable [9].

ISO 11898 requires a cable with a nominal impedance of 120 \(\Omega\), and therefore 120 \(\Omega\) resistors should be used for termination. If multiple devices are placed along the cable, only the devices on the ends of the cable need termination resisters [9].

Figure 4. Terminating a High-Speed Network.

Figure 4 above gives an example of how to terminate a high-speed network. The termination can be of basic type (a single resistor as in the figure) or of split type (two 60 \(\Omega\) resistors with an intermediate capacitor between 10 nF and 100 nF connected to ground) [9].

2.4. Details of a CAN Bus

The data link and physical signalling layers, which are normally transparent to a system operator, are included in any controller (embedded or stand-alone) that implements the CAN protocol. Connection to the physical medium is then implemented through a line transceiver to form a system node as shown in Figure 5 [7].

Figure 5. Details of a CAN Bus
3. The System Overview

The temperature and relative humidity monitoring system designed here will consist of a CAN bus interface which consists of a CAN bus line, several CAN nodes, several CAN controllers, several CAN transceivers, several sensors, one display device, and two terminating resistors.

The CAN bus line will be of the form two lines bus. One line is the CAN bus High line and the other is the CAN bus Low line.

The first node is a receiver node. This node will be carried out by an Arduino UNO R3. This board is the perfect board to get familiar with electronics and coding. This versatile microcontroller is equipped with the well-known ATMega328P and the ATMega 16U2 Processor [10]. Next node is a transmission node for temperature data. This will also be carried out by an Arduino UNO board. And the third node is a transmission node for humidity data. This humidity node will be carried out by an Arduino® Nano. This board is an intelligent development board designed for building faster prototypes with the smallest dimension. At the heart of the board is ATMega328 microcontroller clocked at a frequency of 16 MHz. The board offers 22 digital input/output pins, 8 analog pins, and a mini-USB port [11].

For the CAN controller, the MCP2515 chip CAN controllers are used. Microchip Technology’s MCP2515 is a stand-alone Controller Area Network (CAN) controller that implements the CAN specification, Version 2.0B. It is capable of transmitting and receiving both standard and extended data and remote frames. The MCP2515 has two acceptance masks and six acceptance filters that are used to filter out unwanted messages, thereby reducing the host MCU’s overhead. The MCP2515 interfaces with microcontrollers (MCUs) via an industry standard Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) [12].

Next is the CAN transceiver. The transceiver transmits and receives the physical data to and from the bus. TJA1050 chip transceivers are used here. The TJA1050 is the interface between the CAN controller and the physical CAN bus. The device provides differential transmit capability to the bus and differential receive capability to the CAN controller. It is fully compatible to the “ISO 11898” standard [13].

Depicted in a diagram, CAN bus interface of the system will look like Figure 6.

In Figure 6 above, the blocks indicated by node controllers are the Arduino boards with their temperature & humidity sensors and LCD display. While the blocks indicated by XCVR are the TJA1050 CAN transceivers.

As mentioned above, the system will also have some means for communicating with outside world. These are sensors and a display device. For sensors, DHT11 humidity and temperature sensors are used. DHT11 temperature & humidity sensor features a temperature & humidity sensor complex with a calibrated digital signal output. By using the exclusive digital-signal-acquisition technique and temperature & humidity sensing technology, it ensures high reliability and excellent long-term stability. This sensor includes a resistive-type humidity measurement component and an NTC temperature measurement component, and connects to a high-performance 8-bit microcontroller, offering excellent quality, fast response, anti-interference ability and cost-effectiveness [14].

For the display device, a 16 × 2 LCD with an I2C interface is used. This is I2C interface 16x2 LCD display module, a high-quality 2 line 16 character LCD module with on-board contrast control adjustment, backlight and I2C communication interface.

4. Method

The method used in this research includes programming the three nodes and assembling the various system’s parts.

For the programming, all the Arduino boards will be programmed with Arduino IDE. Arduino is an open-source electronics platform based on easy-to-use hardware and software. Arduino boards are able to read inputs - light on a sensor, a finger on a button, or a Twitter message - and turn it into an output - activating a motor, turning on an LED, publishing something online. We can tell our board what to do by sending a set of instructions to the microcontroller on the board. To do so, we use the Arduino programming language (based on wiring), and the Arduino Software (IDE), based on processing. Each board will be programmed according to its function. Thus, in here there will be three different Arduino programs.
For the hardware, all the parts of the system will be assembled according to diagram in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Thus, there are three readily programmed nodes will be connected to the CAN bus line. Two nodes at the ends of the line are the receiver node and the humidity node. The temperature node is placed in the middle of the line, tapping the line. There also will be two resistors act as termination line resistors at the ends of the line.

Furthermore, we will have an experiment with the 11-bit message identifier number. That is, the pair of message identifier number (one for temperature message and the other for humidity message) was varied several times. For each pair, an experiment transmitting temperature dan humidity data was done. The results were then observed on the display device.

5. Results and Discussion

The results will also consist of two parts, the programming results and the hardware results. The programming results consists of three Arduino programs for the three nodes. One program for each node. While hardware results will be the assembled parts and the results from the LCD display.

5.1. Programming Results

There are three Arduino programs that has been written for each node. First is the program listing for the receiver node, whose flowchart is shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Flowchart for Receiver Node Program](image1)

From the flow chart above, the Arduino program listing for the receiver was created as shown in Figure 8. An explanation for each line is provided on the right.

![Figure 8. Arduino Program for Receiving Node](image2)

It is shown that the receiver node has been programmed in such a way that this node will only be able to receive and display humidity data sent by humidity node and also receive and display temperature data sent by temperature node. This receiving node does not transmit data.
Next is the program listing for the node transmitting temperature data. The flowchart for this program is shown in Figure 9.

From those flow chart, the Arduino program listing for this temperature node was created as shown in Figure 10. An explanation for each line is again provided on the right.

This temperature node has been programmed in such a way that it will be able to transmit only temperature data recorded by the DHT11 sensor.

Some libraries are used for implementing SPI communication, implementing CAN communication, and using the DHT11 sensor.

Inside `void setup()` is various settings for SPI, DHT11, and CAN. Inside `void loop()`, a statement for reading temperature and storing it in an integer was created. Then, it is shown that an example of message identifier for temperature which is 0x036 (Id = 000 0011 0110). It is also shown that CAN message length is 8 bytes, shown as `canMsg.data[0].canMsg.data[1].canMsg.data[2].canMsg.data[3].canMsg.data[4].canMsg.data[5].canMsg.data[6]. and canMsg.data[7]`. Each is one byte long. This is in accordance with the structure of the standard CAN which has 0 ... 8 bytes data. The temperature data is put on `canMsg.data[0]`. The other bytes are filled with 0x00. The `void loop()` ends with a statement associated with MCP2515 for sending the CAN message.

And finally, is the program listing for the node transmitting humidity data. The flowchart for this program is shown in Figure 11.

From those flow chart, the Arduino program listing for this temperature node was created as shown in Figure 12. An explanation for each line is provided on the right.

This humidity node has been programmed in such a way that it will be able to transmit only humidity data recorded by the DHT11 sensor.

And finally, is the program listing for the node transmitting humidity data. The flowchart for this program is shown in Figure 11.
Some libraries are used for implementing SPI communication, for implementing CAN communication, and for using the DHT11 sensor. The two termination 120 Ω resistors shows that this system employs a parallel termination scheme. Parallel termination is one of the most prevalent termination schemes today. Parallel termination employs a resistor across the differential lines at the far (receiver) end of the transmission line to eliminate all reflections [15].

5.2. Hardware Results

The assembled parts are shown in Figure 13. They are the temperature node, the humidity node, the receiver node, two DHT11 temperature & humidity sensors, an LCD, three MCP2515 & TJA1050 modules (one module for each node), and two bus termination resistors of magnitude 120 Ω.

Two nodes at the end of the CAN bus line are the temperature node and the receiver node. The humidity node is placed in the middle of the line, tapping the line.

Table 1. LCD Results for Various Pair of Message Identification Number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LCD Display Results</th>
<th>Humidity Node Message Id Number</th>
<th>Temperature Node Message Id Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temp (28°C)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 001</td>
<td>id = 0 × 0FF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp (28°C)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 011</td>
<td>id = 0 × 0EE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum (82%)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 022</td>
<td>id = 0 × 0DD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum (82%)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 033</td>
<td>id = 0 × 088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum (82%)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 044</td>
<td>id = 0 × 099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum (82%)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 055</td>
<td>id = 0 × 0A0A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum (82%)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 066</td>
<td>id = 0 × 0A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum (82%)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 077</td>
<td>id = 0 × 0B0B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum (82%)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 088</td>
<td>id = 0 × 0B0B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum (82%)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 099</td>
<td>id = 0 × 0B0B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp (28°C)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 0C0</td>
<td>id = 0 × 036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp (28°C)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 0C0</td>
<td>id = 0 × 036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp (28°C)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 0D0</td>
<td>id = 0 × 033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp (28°C)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 0E0</td>
<td>id = 0 × 022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp (28°C)</td>
<td>id = 0 × 0FF</td>
<td>id = 0 × 011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the system was turned on for the first time, the LCD first displays the welcome message that has been written in the program for receiver node. Then, the LCD will display the magnitude of temperature or the magnitude of relative humidity measured by the DHT sensor, depending on the message id. The magnitude displayed for relative humidity were 82% and for the temperature were 28°C.
When at another times the magnitude of the relative humidity and the temperature were monitored with this system and then the results were compared with those recorded from computer screen, the following results were obtained.

**Table 2. Magnitude of Temperature & Humidity Recorded Compared with Computer Recorded**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>This System Measurements</th>
<th>Results Recorded on Computer Screen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>25°C</td>
<td>24°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is shown in Table 2 above, for temperature measurement, this CAN system’s measurement records 25°C, while magnitude of 24°C was recorded on the computer screen. And for relative humidity measurement, this system’s measurement records 80% and the computer screen records 74%. There were therefore some errors of approximately 4% and 7.5% for temperature measurement and relative humidity measurement, respectively.

Still from Table 1, it can be seen that the LCD always displays messages with a lower identification number. For example, when the humidity message has an $Id = 0 \times 001 (Id = 000 0000 0001)$ and the temperature message has an $Id = 0 \times 0FF (Id = 000 1111 1111)$, the LCD displays the humidity data with magnitude 82%. On the other hand, when the humidity message has an $Id = 0 \times 0FF (Id = 000 1111 1111)$ and temperature message has an $Id = 0 \times 011 (Id = 000 0000 0001)$, the LCD displays the temperature data with magnitude 28°C. Thus, the lower the binary message identifier number, the higher its priority. Even when the two message identification numbers are quite close together (for example, in the Table 1 humidity message $Id = 0 \times 039 (Id = 000 0011 1001)$ and temperature message $Id = 0 \times 036 (Id = 000 0011 0110)$), the temperature message with its lower binary message identifier number still win the arbitration. Thus, messages which has a last identifier bit as a zero (dominant) is always displayed. See the difference between the four LSBs 1001 for humidity message and 0110 for temperature message.

However, when a delay was added at the end of the transmitter program (either humidity transmitter program or temperature transmitter program), something different was observed at the LCD. That is, if we add a delay statement after the statement for sending the message, (i.e. put a delay statement `delay(1000)`; after the line `mcp2515.sendMessage(&canMsg);`, the message which lost arbitration will sometimes be displayed. The LCD will for a while displaying the lost arbitration message, and then back again displaying the winning message.

Figure 14 below shows one example of LCD display when it is displaying a temperature data.

**Figure 14. LCD Displaying Temperature Data Measured from the Vicinity of DHT 11 Sensor.**

### 5.3. Discussions

From the results, the hardware and programming results, it was shown that the overall system works according to the initial specification and plans. The LCD was able to display continuously relative humidity value (82%) and temperature value (28°C) according to the message priority. A message with lower identification number is the highest priority message on a network. When the first time the system was turned on, after displaying the welcome message, LCD always display the message with lower identification number.

**Table 3. Comparison with Other Research Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>SHT75 Temp &amp; Humidity</td>
<td>Temp &amp; Humidity</td>
<td>DHT11 Temp &amp; Humidity sensor in several locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node Controller</td>
<td>C8051F060 MCU</td>
<td>AT91SAM7X256 MCU</td>
<td>ATMega 328 MCU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Bus Results</td>
<td>Computer CAN Bus</td>
<td>CAN Bus</td>
<td>LCD CAN Bus Data shown on LCD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data shown on Computer</td>
<td>Data shown on Computer</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In essence, the results show that after the DHT11 digital temperature and humidity sensors can measure the temperature and humidity, and those data were successfully sent to the receiver via the CAN controller, the CAN transceiver, and the CAN bus. The system has also been proved stable and reliable.

For comparison purposes, various results from some other researches are also included, as shown in Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5.

It can be shown in those three tables, that there are several parameters that distinguish this research from other studies. Such as the type of sensors used, the node controllers, and type of display.
Another option could be for example, some of the measurements can be made as temperature measurements, some other are humidity measurements, and the remaining are of pressure measurements and flow measurements. This time, we have several parameter measurements with a lot of measuring points. In both cases, there are more than two messages with their respective message identification numbers.

6. Conclusions

From the experiment, it can be concluded that the overall system functions according to specifications. The temperature node can transmit its temperature data along the bus. The humidity node can also transmit its humidity data along the bus. The receiver node can then display those data with an LCD. In essence, the CAN bus is a fieldbus network that can connect many field devices together in a plant network. This research has successfully utilized this CAN bus in designing the temperature and humidity monitoring systems consisting of several nodes. Only by using a pair of cable, many field devices that typically used in process control applications can be connected together and can be made to communicate with each other. This is advantageous in that it is simple and low cost since all nodes communicate via a single CAN system instead of via direct complex analogue signal lines - reducing errors, weight, wiring and costs. Another advantage of this CAN bus system is that the system designer can determine the allocation of message priority. Some designers maybe agree on the significance of certain messages, so prioritize them. And finally, the most important thing is that this system is stable and reliable.
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Table 4. Comparison with Other Research Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Other Research</th>
<th>This Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Various sensors on UAV</td>
<td>DHT11 Temp &amp; Humidity sensor in several locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
<td>Zigbee network</td>
<td>ATmega328 Microcontroller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller</td>
<td>STM32 WBA</td>
<td>Microcontroller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display</td>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>LCD I2C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>CAN Bus</td>
<td>CAN Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>Data shown on Computer</td>
<td>Data shown on LCD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Comparison with Other Research Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Other Research</th>
<th>This Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Temp, CO level, battery voltage</td>
<td>DHT11 Temp &amp; Humidity sensor in several locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
<td>PIC MCU</td>
<td>ATmega328 Microcontroller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Microcontroller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display</td>
<td>Computer monitor</td>
<td>LCD I2C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>CAN Bus</td>
<td>CAN Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>Data on Computer monitor</td>
<td>Data shown on LCD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 4 for example, Hyun Lee’s work is shown [16] which proposes UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) engine control monitoring system using a dynamic ID application and a scheduling method of CAN network sensors which collect the temperatures, pressure, vibration, and fuel level of UAV engine through the network.

While in Table 5 are the results of T.P. Presi’s work [17]. It is a project that is aimed at the implementation of CAN protocol using PIC for vehicle monitoring system. The main feature of the system includes monitoring of various vehicle parameters such as temperature, presence of CO level in the exhaust, and battery voltage. And Guoqing Lu et al’s results [18] which presents a new method of the monitoring and controlling system for the great warehouse. Where the parameters such as temperature and humidity can be get, modified and displayed.

Thus, there some other researches which are similar with this work, in that they are also using this CAN network. The differences are in the measured objects (applications), the type of sensors used, the processors and the CAN electronic chips used, and also the device for displaying the results.

In the future, this monitoring system in this research could be modified such that the number of transmission nodes becomes more than two nodes. In other word, a number of measurement points were added along the bus. The variable to be measured could be made uniform. For example, all consists of temperature measurements or all of humidity measurements. Thus, we could have single variable (single parameter) measurement with a lot of measuring points.
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